Manufactured by CAPE BRICK – Producing for over 70 Years & the first manufacturers of Environmentally Responsible Concrete Products.

Marketed & Distributed by C.E.L. PAVING PRODUCTS – manufacturers of the WIDEST RANGE of pressed and moulded stone concrete paving products in South Africa.

MANUFACTURED USING

ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE METHODS AND MATERIALS
STANDARD PRODUCT TEXTURES AND COLOURS:

LAVA TEXTURE AVAILABLE IN TWO STANDARD COLOURS (PLEASE ENQUIRE ABOUT SPECIAL COLOURS)

LAVA TEXTURE

CHARCOAL 311

SANDSTONE 157

STONEMASONS TEXTURE IS AVAILABLE IN TWO STANDARD COLOURS:

STONEMASONS TEXTURE

FLAMINGO BROWN 209

SANDSTONE 157
**STANDARD PRODUCT TEXTURES AND COLOURS:**

**SUREFOOT TEXTURE AVAILABLE IN ONE COLOUR:**

- SUREFOOT TEXTURE

**SLATE TEXTURE IS AVAILABLE IN TWO STANDARD COLOURS (PLEASE ENQUIRE ABOUT SPECIAL COLOURS):**

- SLATE TEXTURE
- CHARCOAL 311
EURO COBBLE 50

SIZE: 104 X 104
TEXTURE: LAVA
THICKNESS: 50mm
COLOUR: SANDSTONE AND CHARCOAL

APPLICATION: DOMESTIC DRIVEWAYS, POOLS AND PATIOS
CLASSICOBBLE 75

SIZE: 105 X 105
TEXTURE: LAVA
THICKNESS: 75mm
COLOUR: SANDSTONE AND CHARCOAL

APPLICATION: COMMERCIAL DRIVeways, POOLS AND PATIOS.

CLASSICOBBLE 75 DOUBLE

SIZE: 105 X 210
TEXTURE: LAVA
THICKNESS: 75mm
COLOUR: SANDSTONE AND CHARCOAL
**SLATELOK 50**

SIZE: 106 X 106  
TEXTURE: SLATE  
THICKNESS: 50mm  
COLOUR: CHARCOAL

WITH PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC, PRODUCTS GAIN A SHINY POLISHED ATTRIBUTE

**SLATELOK 50 DOUBLE**

SIZE: 106 X 212  
TEXTURE: SLATE  
THICKNESS: 50mm  
COLOUR: CHARCOAL

APPLICATION: COMMERCIAL DRIVEWAYS, POOLS AND PATIOS.
**SLATEBLOK 50**

**SIZE:** 216 X 216<br>**TEXTURE:** SLATE<br>**THICKNESS:** 50mm<br>**STANDARD COLOUR:** SANDSTONE (157)

**APPLICATION:** PATIOS.

---

**SLATEBLOK 50**

**SIZE:** 440 X 440<br>**TEXTURE:** SLATE<br>**THICKNESS:** 50mm<br>**STANDARD COLOUR:** SANDSTONE (157)
SUREFOOT COPING (SLIP RESISTANT)

SIZE: 150 X 300
TEXTURE: NON-SLIP STIPPLE
THICKNESS: 50mm
COLOUR: CHARCOAL (311) & SANDSTONE (157)

SUREFOOT COPING

SIZE: 300 X 300
TEXTURE: NON-SLIP STIPPLE
THICKNESS: 50mm
COLOUR: CHARCOAL (311) & SANDSTONE (157)

APPLICATION POOLS, PATIO STEPS AND EDGINGS.
STONEMASONS 50

SIZE: 225 X 500
TEXTURE: STONEMASONS GRANITE
THICKNESS: 50mm
COLOUR: FLAMINGO BROWN (209) & SANDSTONE (157)

STONEMASONS 50

SIZE: 400 X 500
TEXTURE: STONEMASONS GRANITE
THICKNESS: 50mm
COLOUR: FLAMINGO BROWN (209) & SANDSTONE (157)

APPLICATION: GARDENS.
FOR OUR FULL RANGE OF TEXTURES, PRODUCTS & SALES PLEASE CONTACT COBUS DU PLESSIS OR NATALIE BASSON AT

C.E.L. PAVING PRODUCTS ON

021 905 5998
084 601 6426
WWW.CELPAVING.CO.ZA

MANUFACTURED USING

ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE METHODS AND MATERIALS